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Wooster Wimmen Fight
Over "Lil Abners" For

Gel

X

:

Courtejy Wooter Daly Record

Jo says it's wonderful to be "Queen for a Day", and the Scot's team baced by a stadium full of
cheering alumni and students reeled in the Musses for the climax of that day. Wooster s second Home'
coming Queen, Jo Carver of Strasburg, Ohio, and her court smile after the crowning at the half, in sbite
of ifit score which was then not in Wooster's favor. The Queen's attendants are Slippy Pierson, a senior
from Hocessin, Delaware; Meredith Hunter, a sophomore from Indianapolis, Indiana; Margery Gillespie,
a jreshman from Detroit, Michigan; and hlmor nagerman, a junior from Heaver rails, Pennsylvania.

Senatorials

SFRCOK's Smoking
Pledge Ilaslers Busy Torturing New Pledges
Rules For Dances
By CORK MARKER

events.
New members taken into the clubs

FinalsonThursday

are:

Starting a new custom, the women
Pat Black, Barbara Cross,
of
Wooster will elect a king to reign
and
Radford,
Peggy
Laura Johnson,
Sadie Hawkins' Day on Nov. 15
over
Polly Walker.
Gladys Aldridge, Phyllis Candidates for this honor were chosen
Darts
, by the sections and are as follows:
Evans, Martha Granger, Jini Jeandre-vinBill Shoaff
1st section
Joyce Kinsey, Eugenia Mann, Re
Carroll Dean
2nd section
Monroe, Sylvia Taylor, and Mary
3rd section
Jack Hogestyn
Yohannon.
Al Valentine
4th section
Marian Allender, Joan
Dominoes
5 th section
Pat Mililgan
Brumbaugh, Barbara Caler, Hellen
Glenn Weiner
6th section
Alice
Chacos, Jean Christman,
Buck Pontius
section
7th
,
Leihge-berGraham, Joyce Heath, Kitty
Dick Evans
8th section
Carolyn McAllister, Marilyn Mc
9th section
Jim Bidle
Ginnis, Donnie MacMahon, Adelia
Bill Murphy
Miraldi, Norma Rehm, Kathleen
Primary elections will be held in the
Shamp, Dorothy Shearer, Marian
Room all day Tuesday and fin
Senate
Stewart, Betty Stout, and Carolyn Van
als will occur in the same place at the
Dusen.
same time on Thursday. Final results,
Nancy Brown, Jean
Echoes
which will include the king (the man
Delma Frelich, Nancy Meig-hathe girls would most like to catch on
Willie St. Clair, Judy Stevens,
Sadie Hawkins Day), the runner-uElaine Vandenbosch, Elsie Weimer, who will act as best man, and the court
and Sally Wright.
will be announced in the Voice next
Audrey Black, Nancy Clem- rridav. Publicity tor the elections is
Imps
ens, Betty Evans, Jane Goldsword, being handled by the sections.
Patricia Hawk, Marjorie Homan, BarAt 2:30 on Nov. 15, the king will
bara Hough, Meredith Hunter, Mar- be crowned by the captain of the
ilyn Leichty, Virginia Lybarger, Bar women's football team during the half
bara Minnich, Judy Neiswander, Ann of the
women's grid
r
Reid, Mary Salter, Nancy Slep, Sylvia struggle. Other activities, including
Williams, and Janice Wilson.
entertainment for the king and stu
Mary Ann Evans, Sally dent races will also be held. Admission
Peanuts
Hall, Dorothy Heflin, Jo Ann Mur for these events at the stadium will be
uhv. Nancy Putman, Peggy Short, free.
Mary Steinhelpe, and Jean Verba.
Climaxing the day will be a dance
Marjorie Anderson, in the gym from
Pyramids
featuring
.

Arrows

Non-sectio- n

Ells-wort- h,

n,

p

Senior-Junio-

8:30-11:3- 0

Roberta Bornitz, Ruth Ann Carson,
Martha Chase, Ruthanne Cooper,
Christine Dever, Kate Gurney, Mar.
jean Hartzler, Flo Jackman, Marjorie
Landis. Jane Matthews. Elinor Mor- ris, Audrey Mulder, Patsy Nigh, Mar
ilvn Parrot. Betty Jane Reif, Ruth
Richards, and Jean Wallen.
Mary Lou Baird, Nancy
Sphinx
Damuth, Dorothy Daw, Jeanne Cris-wel- l,
Nancy Fischer, Letty 'Glimm,
Lynn Geib, Meredith Hagerman, Janet MacDonald, Ruth Russ, and Mary
Lou Van Kirk.
Spuds
June Bertolamy, Barbara
Bole, Dorothy Booth, Jean Dutch,
Peggy Herr, Mary Lou Louch, ,.Mifr
iam Myers. Ruth Stewart, Elizabeth
Williams, and Eleanor Wright.
" Trumps
Anna Mary Adams,
Marilyn Beier, Barbara Bucklin, Alice
Clark, Eugenia Colflesh, Jo Jarrell,
Beverly Kissling, Juanita McConnell,
Frances Reed, Isabel Thompson, Judy
Tilford, and Charlotte Trumbull.

New Dept. Heads
i

i

:

:
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MSGA Cooks as
Starved Mob Eats,

Sings and Dances

Last Saturday's M.S.G.A. sponsored
Cook-ou- t
is still the talk of
the campus.
The fun began at 5:30 in City Park
with the serving of the picnic style
supper. The starved mob of couples
really went to town.
Group' singing began around numerous fires after all had eaten. When
the fires began to die down and it was
too dark and cold to sing any longer,
there was a mass migration to the gym
for a dance, featuring the music of
Simon's Combo. This dance
Howard
Four new acting heads of depart'
proved
to be one of the most informal
ments have been named to fill vacan
affairs
students have seen for
Wooster
cies left earlier this year. They are as
long
time.
a
Jan Johnson, that versafollows: Dr. Melcher P. Fejbes, mathe
persuaded to do the
tile
was
senior,
matics; Dr. Warren P. Spencer, biol- which
ballet
number
made such a hit
ogy; Miss Sybil Gould, art; and Prof.
(Continued on Page1 2)
James Anderson, Jr. religion.
.

i

the music of Dick Shaeffer's orchestra.
affair, the dam
Strictly a turn-aboages for the lucky women will be Sl
per couple. Tickets can be purchased
at the Senate room during elections or
at the door. Either costumes, for which
there will be a prize, or old clothes,
are in order.

all-colle-

ge

go-to-mee-

Discuss Book Plan
On Nov. 3, the monthly Student
Faculty Relations Committee meeting
was called to order by President
Lowry who was substituting for Dean
Taeusch, the regular chairman. First
on the agenda, was a discussion of
the results of the recent smoking poll.
Only three of the provisions had been
accepted by a majority of the students.
Of these three only the first, that
smoking be permitted in the little
room in lower Babcock during social
affairs (authorized dances) , was passed
upon. The other two, smoking in the
stadium and on the golf course, will
be referred to the faculty meeting
next week.
Dick Poethig next introduced his
plans for the proposed student boo
exchange. If the exchange were initi
ated it would mean that there would
be two types of book distribution on
campus. President Lowry pointed out
that since the Union had been built
op an endowment the college had
moral obligation to pay off the debt
In connection with this Dr. Lowry
suggested that the Snack Bar and the
Book Store be run separately, thus
giving the burden of payment to the
Snack Bar. After a lengthy discussion
pro and con Dean Young suggested
that the problem be turned over to
a committee consisting of two students
and two faculty members for further
investigation. A report from this
group will be given to the faculty at
the Nov. 28 meeting and to the next
S. F. R. C. meeting.

er
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Dance Saturday
Saturday, Nov. 8, is the date set for
the Red Cross Benefit Dance. The hop
will be in the gym from 8:30 to 11:30
with Howie Simon's "Stardusters" pro
viding the downbeat.
Admission will be $1.00 a couple,
and proceeds of the dance will be used
to buy books, paper and supplies for
destitute students in Europe, An intermission skit will be presented, and
free refreshments will be served.
Red Cross Benefit
Don't miss it
Dance, 8:30 to 11:30, Saturday night
in the gym.

By LARRY PIPER
j
the Akrtiii Zippers in the 21st observance of Dads Day. Coach Johnny Swigart
V--

26-2-

4-- 3

A bonfire and pep rally at 7:15 tonight at Babcock field will officially ignite the Dads' Day festrvv
I

Shawver Reports SLID Challenges
On Big Four
Leading over the entire field of THE Corporation;
dorms and sections after three days of
collecting for the Big Four, Campus
Law
Lodge
ahead last night with
Tafi-Haril- ey

was

pledges and contributions totaling 130
per cent of their dorm quota. In second place was a men's dorm, as
Eighth section amassed 3144 for 92
per cent of their goal.
- After the first complete report, official figures showed that 29.7 per cent
of the 3900 drive goal had been sub.
n
scribed. With $1159.50 in,
Shawver's collectors have
$2740.50 to round up before the
goal can be reached.
Holding back the drive at the present time is the lack of report from the
three hundred or more students who
live off campus and who, for the most
part, are not under dorm or section
quotas. Don Shawver reports that attempts have been made to see that all
these people are on some canvassers
list, but he has suggested that anyone
wishing to make a pledge can do so
through any of the dorm collectors or
section representatives.
Dorms and sections have turned in
an average of 44.6 per cent of their
goals and listed below are the com
plete, results showing all groups who
have reported so far.
Pledged
Per Cent
Babcock
61
$168.00
Scot Cottage
33
15.00
Holden
57
200.00
Holden Annex
121.50
78
Bowman
82
64.00
Korner
28.00
47
Westminster
18
14.00
Miller Manor
63
49.00
Beall
42.00
40
Campus Lodge -- --- 39.00 -130
6 17.00
Colonial
33
52
Hoover
116.00
Douglass
113.00
36
(Continued on Page 2)
Drive-chairma-

By MARILYN McGINNIS
After 36 years of faithful service, Angelo Santoro, a familiar face
on the campus, was presented a certificate of recognition and a watch
in the chapel program Oct. 31.

A discussion followed on the service
in the Union Snack bar. This problem
will be taken to Miss Graber with the
suggestion that student help might
clear up the situation. For those who
have missed it, a new juke box will
be installed in the Union. Guaranteed
to play with the help of a nickel, the
box should pay for itself within two
years.

Following a speech of commenda
tion by Dr. Lowry, Angelo was presented a certificate of recognition by
President Emeritus Wishart, one of
the four president who have "served
under Angelo." On behalf of Mr.
Santoro's fellow workmen, E. Zearl
Ramey, director of Buildings and
Grounds, awarded Angelo an inscribed
watch.

A portrait photograph of Mr. San.
toro will be hung in Galpin Hall, and
another will be placed in the library.
Concluding the Chapel program, Angelo told of how he came to work with
Because of the cut in the staff of the the college.
Buildings and Grounds department,
Anyone who has ever taken a
students will be called upon to help in
"pleasure jaunt" to the chapel or
times of excessive work. On Feb. 28, Bio
building couldn't help but know
the Board of Trustees will arrive early
Ernest "Red" Weaver. Red, busy sortfor a conference with students on any ing
out Chapel mail when we found
problems which may have arisen, It
him, gave forth with some of the highis hoped, that. this, meeting will bring lights of his life. He was born in
them closer to ' the actual life On
Shreve, where both parents died when
campus.
he was very young. Living with a
brother in Wooster he attended public
schools
and entered Hiram College
Pepsi-Col- a
After two years of college, Red quit
Outstanding seniors should note the and got married. He has one son, Ned,
announcements of the Pepsi Cola ten years old. Having been with the
Graduate Scholarships that provide college ten years, Red enjoys bis
full tuition plus an additional yearly work very much, especially meeting
allowance of 750 for living expenses chapel performers backstage and seefor graduate or professional work in ing them under a different light from
any University in the United .States. most people. (Red has known a lot of
Application for these scholarships students since he's been here, and even
must be, filed in the Registrar's Office, played cupid in one instance when
Complete information of the scho! he introduced a pair who were later
arships is available in the Placement married.)
Office. AH applications must be made
Raymond Ogden, known as "Big
before Dec. 10.
Shorty," is custodian at the library

0,

The Scots will also be striving for their third straight gridiron victory which would place them above
the .500 mark with a
record.

Hardworking Janitors Interviewed;
Santoro Given Citation in Chapel

alumni.

'

-

''

Wooster. is host to
s
Scots-wil- l
be primed to recover the cowbell which Akron won,
in the '46 Rubber Bowl game. It is
expected that tomorrow's cowbell clash will be a repitition of the wild and wooly game of last fall.

In order to make all college dances
Angelo has been here longer than Kenarden, starting work for the
and other functions free, Ned Shref
fler suggested the adoption of a stu college in 1911. He has long been known by Wooster students for his
dent activities fee which would cover cheery "Hello" and his ability to recognize and welcome returning
all Senate sponsored activities. Despite
the fact that this would give every one,
both men and women, more of a say
in the student government, it was
decided that such a fee would raise
the tuition too much.

Number 5

Pep Rally Tonight; Fathers of Team Members to be Honored at Half

where, after all, somebody has to keep
the dust off the books. Born in Wayne
County, Shorty went to Ashland High,
worked on a farm, in a factory, in a
chain store, and in the sign business

y.v.
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Women Elect King
To Reign Nov. 15

By SADIE HAWKINS
Howdee everbuddy. This hyar is
Sadee atalking to you all and atelling
you about that thar big day when you
wimmenfolk air gonna git the man
you've been acraven all this time. My
Pappy, Hekzebiah Hawkins, Mayor
of Dogpatch done set aside a day fur
me back in '38 so's I could catch me
man. It worked real well, I outrun
the handsomest man in all of Dog- patch and he had to marry me. Wal,
reckon it were such a good idee that
Sadie Hawkins Ythet were my name
fore I wedded) Day was made into
an annual attair. do nere i am to
give you gals some advice. You gotta
do the chasing. Men is bashful critters.
heerd tell the gal gits her pick of
any teller arouna tne campus tnis
war's yer chance so you'd better rope
and tie the critter afore hits too late.
There ain't much time 'til Nov. 15th.
As fer the fellers they don't have to
do nothin' ceptin' be around. Marryin'
Sam's gonna be here and iffen you
catch him sober maybe you can git
him to marry you up!
ain't ho Sunday
This
attair. Jest wear any'
thing you got. The fellers will look
real purty with them beards they're
gonna be growin startin aunaay. i
shore aim to be around to see the
crownin' of yore king on Saturday
afternoon in the Stadium. I hope all
the folks from Dogpatch'll be on hand
too. Shucks, I'm aimin' to cut a pretty
rug at the shindig yore havin' at the
gym. Reckon I'll have to save up those
100 pennies so's me and my man can
git in the place. Seem's like I'm gonna
have to. pay fur it but it shore is
gonna be fun. If you ain't asked a
feller yet you'd better do it right now
and I'll be aseein' you all come next
Saturday.

:--

Anchors are once more stowed in the hold, witches' brooms are back
in the closet, the angels have returned to flit about in their heaven,
&d,the state policeman hunts down no more invaders of the Girl
Scout Shelter those rush parties are over and the girls' social clubs
have welcomed in their pledges. It won't be long till the campus wit'
nesses Hell Week, which ends Nov. 14 with the presentation of tra
ditional pledge skits in the Student
Union. After the slaves spend a week
suffering under the orders of their
masters, formal initiations will sooth
pledge tempers and social life will
back to a normal procedure of

Dance

Yonrllan' Theme

git-togeth-

7

Akron Clash to Highlight
Twenty-firs- t
Dad's Day

--

Sophomores Submit io Hell Week
Skits at Union Top Activities

15

T
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November

ths

Everyone Yelcone
SLID, the Student League of
Democracy, challenged THE
Corporation, the Economic Club on
campus,, to an informal debate on the
relative merits and demerits of the rey
Law. THE
cently enacted
In-dustr-

Taft-Hartle-

Corporation

--

ANGELO SANTORO
before coming here in 1939. Shorty
has two sons and two daughters. He
finds the .students here very con
siderate. He didn't even mind the
Hallowe'en a few years back when they
smeared the radiators with limburget
cheese and threw a live chicken in
(Continued on Page 2)

accepted

and

the

discussion will take place Wednesday,
Nov. 19 in Lower Babcock. All interested students and faculty are invited
to this open meeting.
Presenting what they feel to be the
good features of the bill will be Haz-ely- n
Melconian and Harrold
Mc-Coma-

s.

Dads Will Be Honored
During the Half
The climax of the twenty-firs- t
Dads
Day will be the honoring of the fathers of Wooster's current gndders.
Sitting on benches arranged along the
sideline, the Dads will wear the identical numbers of their sons. At half-time Dr. Lowry will present the happy
Pops to the assembled crowd for the
tribute they so richly deserve.
Dear Ruth" and the Red Croat
Dance, in whkh each male is expected
to bring his own type of femme, that
is , will mark the end of a very busy
and auspicuous week end.
Peculiarly simultaneous with the
Big Four drive is the fact that four
king size reasons exist as to why the
ensuing Dads' Day game promises to
be one of the most interesting, star
studded gridiron extravaganzas i n
Wooster's imposing football history:
I. Tis the Scoa' twenty-firDads'
Day game (Today I yam a man, etc.)
Wooster
"
have been anxiously anticipating this event since

Ted Fenton and Amy Leiss plan to
present the provisions of the bill which
they feel are unconstitutional and
"vote-ariesharmful to the democratic rights of
labor.
1927.
As Miss Melconian and Mr. Mc- Wooster Will Be Gunning For
Comas are both members of the college
The 5000 Point Mark
debate team and as Mr. Fenton and
II. Coach Johnny Swi gait's pig.
1
Miss Leiss are outstanding members of akin miffi!fot
nriii C
SLID and as the subject is one of the Wooster's 5000th point since the intro"hot" national questions, the panel duction of intercollegiate football to
discussion is expected to be one of the the campus in 1889. The Scots have
more sensational events of the month. now scored a total of 4995 points in
374 games or the equivalent of 832
.V
touchdowns
and three extra points.
V
IIL The Scots will be attempting' to
halt a four game Dads Day famine
(don't smile; I can't see my shoes either) which extends back to 1942 when
Wooster mauled Muskingum, 27-Since the fall of '42 the Scots have
A record number of people filled failed to score
single touchdown.
the Memorial Chapel last Monday The five points scored against
Mount
.
t
f
..I s de
night when
uxtorat university
Union in the 1946 Dads' Day game
bate team and the College of Wooster are an indication that rfi HHIfrm 4m
argued the proposition: is prepared
debaters
to snap out of its pay dirt
Resolved, that the social and economic lethargy.
e
arguments tor the nationalization ot
Scots Seek to Recapture Cowbell
basic industries are overwhelming.
IV. Last but not least Wooster will
David Kenneth Harris, Oxford, as be
attempting to recover the cacophonfirst speaker for the affirmative,
ous cowbell which is the emblematic
opened the international debate by possession
of the
winner of the
emphasizing that Britain is neither Wooster-Akro- n
game. In 1946 the
communist nor socialist. He pointed Black
and Gold led Akron 20-1- 9 with
out that his country, experiencing only 90 seconds of play remaining, hut
"an economic Dunkirk", is following "tempus"
"fugit quickly
no particular political creed in making enough;
and the Scots wound up on
changes.
the short end of a 26-2- 0 score.
With an emergency threatening, as
Since the inauguration of the cowin war. Mr. Harris explained that bell clash in 1924 the Scots have been
personal privileges must be the first die gridders "For Whom the Bell
to go. "No individual can be ab- Tolls" eight times as against five Aksolutely free," he said. 'The individual ron rinHiwgt and one discordant tie.
must be controlled by the group."
The Wooster-Akro- n
pigskin series
st

-

..

-

-

Oxford Men Draw
Record Number
To

Hear Debate -

6.

4

wml

didn't

Concluding with We are moving
away from individualism but not into
the camp of communism," Mr. Harris
warned that the U. S. should be wise
enough to do in time what the British
are having to do too quickly.
As first speaker for the negative
Harrold McComas, Wooster senior.
found the solution to present economic emergencies in an "enlightened
capitalism," pointing out the advantages of such a system as against nationalization. He asserted that nationalization would tend to spread to
other industries, disagreeing with Mr.
Harris's statement that only 20 per
cent of Britain's industry would be
taken over by the government.

The

Scholarships

ial

ties. And this evening Professor Craig's
thespatorial thaumarur gists (I don't
know what it means either) will pro
duce "Dear Ruth" (no relation to the
baby of the same name).

Honorable

Anthony

Neil

Wedgwood Benn, second affirmative
speaker, upheld nationalization as a
more efficient system than capitalism.
If the only time in the century when
there was full employment and a
minimum of poverty was in time of
war, why shouldn't the same oolicie
of administration be carried over into
peacetime, he questioned.
Mr
If I
wooster s sec
iUlazeiyn raeiconian,
1

ond

represents tire, answered Mr,
Benn s challenge with a further de
fense of "enlightened capitals
She declared that only capitalism with

tir

. .

enterprise ana competition can
produce incentive necessary to efficient
production, which is the basis of a
high standard of living.

actually dates back to 1914." Of the
24 games played thus far
there was
a ten year la dm from 3fi to U6
the Scots have snatched 17, the Zip-pe- n
6, and one has been a tie. The
clan amassed 329 points in the two
dozen games whereas the Rubber Gty
slickers were held to 138.
Dads' Day scores are not so pleas.
ant. Eight Wooster wins, nine losses,
and three ties add little lustre to Scot
football history. Incidentally., thi. k
the initial Dads' Day excursion for the
Zips.
Coach Paul BaldaccTe well
football squad will be spearheaded by
(Continued on Page 4)

ml

Dehlers Clash IIcic
Host to ten Ohio colleges, the Col.
lege of Wooster will meet debaters
from all over the state in a debate
tournament Saturday, Nov. 15, in
Taylor HalL
A direct clash debate, the first round
involves an analysis of the proposition: "Resolved, that a
r.rM
government should be established."
Each institution is scheduled with one
affirmative team and one negative
team for the ensuing dashes.
Participating in the event .are:
Ohio University, Kent State, Obertin,
Denison, John Carroll, Muskingum,
Ohio Wesleyan, Case, Baldwin!,
lace, Hiram and the College of
Wooster.

(UI

--
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MOKE ON

In Case You're

"Ti.s c!oc thcx stands stiU points right twice in the foufani'twenty
J.curs: uhile others may eep going continually and be continually
goir.g uwr.g." Washington Irving.

Now on Campus Janitors
(Continued from

.

Page 1)

By BETSY

By Commodore Sloop wangle
Instead of inhorsing like a hail
Woctttr. it poMiaUd wetkb when you wink d rotter from the
f TVt OsSst
TI3 VOCS. WEkU
trioiv giibirrlprtna. pries to IMO per T--- Editorial drowning fink tons, carry along a few
It, Ksuk Hatt. PWmm I9SJU t MBbcr of AaMdatta
caper pups. This way you don't get
CkCeftaM
I Calkflatt Pim, to priMad by t CoOitf Printini
tsr to) VMMf (Ohio) Po Oiks. bpawM tat your chippers chopped when some
VMM.
Vr Nattaasl
fcnta, lac. 410 KUm Aw., New Tort. N. T. joaktical pracker hacks you on the
bit.
Editor
.
ALLEN E. VALENTINB
:
" Menu for s snick quack at the
Manager
Business
SCOTT
JEAN

the lib window. (If you want to hear
about the time there were bats in the
chapel, just ask Red.)
Over at Severance we talked with
congenial Joe Follis, who has been
regular caretaker and storeroom man
in the Chem labs for the past twenty
one years. He's seen plenty of student!
come and go, and even remembers
Union:
Associate Editor
JOYCE JARMAN
Messrs. Kieffer and Oldham in the
Grilled chapefrutt juice
. Managing Editor
KENNETH WRIGHT
classrooms, only as Freshmen,
same
I
I
"
n j
L
" .
Sport Editor
LARRY PIPER
graduate at Wilber- .
son, Ben,
Joe's
P"T7"
.
cSENIOR ASSOCIATES:
Robot Taylor. Mary Jean Mackay. Robert Clark, Beryl Stewart, Ted not
force
waf ki,lea in the ervicti
Feaun, Helen Africoli. Jan Palmer, Julii Owen, Rok Keatl. Brbn Noe, Riti McColl.
cough of cuppy
a
who attended
daughter,
His oldest
Uttay Wonder, Pat Henderson, Swede TrueUen, Kae ralomDo.
n
Breemies and
manager;
teaches
school
Pni
in Qeve
Sbeoeteld,
Heidelbers.
BUSINESS ASSOCIATES:
advertiiini
Pat Winter, auditor; Anne
trips and
lUer, satatrtnt advcttwiwmanafer: Mary Ellen Baker, circulation manager; joan oummcn,
Coeds: Don't get hack-sta- r
j
is a
oth
Jauahter
hil
Jack Lyon, Beta FornM.Fl
woofing it to Hoos- - feniot in music h
by
bustles
mulging
Wooster.
Joe
at
STAFF ASSOCIATES:
Doug Miller. Herb Peart, Bill Campbell, Mary Jean Bennett, Sylvia
few tickles (they haven t hai certaily enjoyed his association
For
ter.
'
Wilkama. Dorothy Kodgcrt, Uiuck WiUumi, lacK unn, uoray duiki, wiwy
j
Betty Jonew BiU Morton. Milton Snyder. Pat Ewing. Sue Quay. Ralph Underwood, Tudy
tangled a wax on bare timet yet), you with
f ancJ ,tudents here
Roberta. Peg Anderaon. Barb Boyle, Bob Hardy. Marjorie Hulett, Harriet Hall, Bob Embley,
"
a veteran of eicrhc years here at
Mary Early.
can hold a gruss in front ot Babben.
Note; Slangwopple is not cussing for Wooster, is F. A. Snyder who we
STAFF ARTISTS: Joanne Wnvfle, Bill Lankton.
the bump workanies.
founj iweeping off the porch of the
Music Conservatory. Born in West
field, Illinois, Mr. Snyder served in the
Army medical corps in the first World
War. He was an upholsterer for 14
This wee end at The UoiJege oj wooster we pause 10 acnoweagz
years, and is fond of gardening. When
the
ma nt ! nAtt ivtrtittitinnt in til hl.Ct)rV flf OUT Civilization
asked how " he liked working in the
u-1.11 " A.
...
n
n
1
institution of being a "DAD".
x
n I. wt:
l.nJ .m..'.. I w
. ,
'
The celebration of this grand old guy has a certain appropriate has on display ' at the Josephine Long
.
. .
, hard of hearing." He confided that
a
col.
varied
"Dads"
are
of
a
Art,
For
Museum
Wishart
possessed
f
before.
hadn't
.
11
ness about it now that it
j
landscapes. He
cogent part of Wooster student life; they figure in our athletics, they lection of water color
and
ago,
forty
years
they
were
than
is known to Woosterites as the father
all this talk about the younger
that
are a part of our social activities and more than anything, they're here
of Mary Wilcox Hughes, '41, and was
feneration setting worse is a lot ot
on the same business that the rest of us are, to study and learn.
also Miss Gould's instructor in Life
hooey.
To most of us however, "Dad" still means the friendly old duffer Drawing at the Cleveland Museum of

c..

I
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v-ni-
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ice-crow-

Salute to "Pop"

Wilcox Pictures

Exhibited Here

--

j

m

j-f-

Art.

bac home whos starting to get grey around the temples and reads
the newspaper diligently, smoes a pipe and wears slippers when he
comes home at night.
So don't be alarmed when you see your latest "heart throb"
strolling doum to the game Saturday with some one new . . . she's
out with one 0 the oldest institution in the history of civilization

Miss Gould describes this as an
extremely interesting exhibition which
covers a number of years in the artist's
life beginning with some European
sketches of 1914 and including works

ent."
This exhibition is unique in that it
We don't have to throw out a "welcome" to you Dad,' you've ah
includes not only the artist's latest and
ways been welcome. A.E.V.
best works, but also his earliest, mak
ing it possible to see how his style has
changed and developed.
Two landscapes from Mr. Wilcox's

Tuesday, Nov. 11 Dr. Williams.
Wednesday, Nov. 12 Music,
Thursday. Nov. 13 Dr. Lowrv
'
Friday, Nov. 14 Paul Macy

1

--

nre-ughte-

The remaining mob arrived down- town intact but gasping for breath,
to be met by a most unpleasant
little man who for some quaint reason
a dim view of accommodating a
couple of hundred unexpected, unpaid
(Continued on Pag 4)

Index Pictures
Some seniors may find their por
traits missing from next spring's Index,
unless they make arrangements immediately to be photographed. The 1948 Index has posted a list
of available hours for sittings on the
bulletin board inside Kauke. These sittings conclude next week. Seniors who
a
cannot arrange to have portraits
made before next Friday should report
the circumnances at the Index office
on luesday, Nov. 11.

Woostor Thoatro
FRIDAY. SATURDAY
Two Hits

Glenn Davis
Qoc Blanchard

in

"Spirit of West Point"
Season's Biggest Football

1

--

Courtesy

man-about-Holde-

m the display a. well a. many recent
American Western scenes.
The exhibition
1

,

.,

oays unui

Mr. Wilcox

VI

I
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t

1
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Bug Crocby

.,.;.

t.

has done free lance

commercial art, illustrations, and print
Bee Gee News making as well at teaching of art.

37-acr-

A Rock in Hand Worth Two in Head;
Dr. Ver Steeg's Eminent Record Proves

e

.

voice.
Kauke

sion a Virginia Reel began,

Joan Caulfield
in

"Welcome Stranger"

going

Mall s recently acquired
Don't throw awav that old. beat'UD looking bone! It might be the
strong for about thirty minutes.
L. Spigelmire, says he
Ernest
janitor,
fossil skeleton of a mastodon. Of a dinosaur, or whatever it is that you
After the last dance a junior coed
c.nA
skeletons of. And even if it isn't, it'll give VOU an excuse to likes the place quite well. Ernie, who was heard to comment loudly, "That
f "" Cherry Corners, Medina was the best darn dance Wooster has
xc an(J tafc to one 0f tne most interesting professors on Wooster

f;

County, was in the printing trade tor
ye" and was also associated
you mv!t for instance, that Dr. Ver Steeg has been listed in
poultry department of th
with
the
ieyen different type, of Who's Who Aeronautics Association, the
Ohio
Experimental
Station before
Ohio
compilationi( including Who's Who
orestry Association, is a Mason coming here. Ernie is the man who
o
n America( Who's Who in Engineer-t- and a Presbyterian.
cleaned and resealed all the floors.
American Men of Science,
Research in geology is Dr. Ver halls, and steps of Kauke before the
', Rjliri,tion Who's Who in Edu- Steeg's main interest; he has not only fall semester. This might be a good
Hollanders Who Have Helped
ri
a deep interest and curiosity concern time to remind students that walking
Builj America anJ Who's Import-onl- y
his field, but he feels it his duty across the wet campus and tracking in
ing
Science? He has had pub- ant ;
a professor to keep trying to un leaves and grass doesn't make a jan
as
,ifne1 over 6Q ,cientific papers in var-too- k
.
itor's life any easier. Ernie's hobby is
scientific
u, oBeoiotllca
o , an4 other
.
coin collecting (old ones, that is) and
magazines and nas written in
he
is rapidly acquiring every de
of 200 newspaper articles, all concernnomination
put out by the U. S. mint.
ing his pet obsession, geology. His
Goldbricker's
Over
Hall (more
at
articles have appeared in the Ohio
commonly known as Hygeia), or
Journal of Science
Nurse put down that spray gun, I
Geologist, and the American Journal
we
only came in for a Band-aid!- "
of Science principally.
Sharp, who was in the
found
John
Born in Pella, Iowa, where he re- act of shaving. Mr. Sharp, who is
ceived his BS from Central College,
from Monday, Ohio, worked in coal
Dr. Ver Steeg taught high school
mines and on the railroad in Orrville
there and coached athletics; his fondbefore coming here. He now runs a
ness for sports has persisted, a fact
well known to other Wooster sports
fans. He is chairman of the faculty
committee on athletics and is a mem
ber of the faculty volleyball squad
as his teammates attest, he really plays
"with spirit and earnestness" and is
the spark plug of the squad. In 1918
he was director of athletics of the
Henry Y.M.C.A. at Camp Sciolge.

jjJ

TJ-

-

Ver

Steep;

evl

--

Lead-repaire-

Pan-Americ- an

mm

Dr. Ver Steeg joined the Wooster
faculty in 1923 and in 1926 he be
came head of the Department of Ge
ology; he had previously taught at
the University of Idaho and the Wit
consin School of Mines. In the sum
mer of 1943 he was special lecturer in
meteorology and geology for the Army

earth new truths. He is constantly do
ing such work and in the past year was
awarded a grant for research by the
Council of the Geological Society of
America. Even in the summers he pur
sues his research; in the summer of
1944 he was consulting geologist for
"RED" WEAVER
training program at the the Texas Oil Company and does con
Michigan School of Mines and Tech- sulting work in legal cases involving fiHing ation and grocery store in
nology. In 1926 he received his MS water supply, water pollution, etc. As Dromesville, in addition to his duties
from the University of Chicago and
member of subcommittees of the at Hygeia. Mr. Sharp's son lost his
in 1930 his Ph.D. from Columbia. In Ohio Chamber of Commerce he took life, at St. Lo in the last war. He has
cidentally, his thesis for his doctorate an active part in the development of two daughters. Leaving Mr. Sharp to
in geology, on Wind Gaps and Water the State Water Board.
shave the other side of his face, we
Gaps in the Northern Appalachians
Such an imposing list of achieve-dashed over to Taylor Hall.
was published by the New York Acad
menu and activities seems to preclude
Daniel O. Miller, who took over the
emy of Sciences.
the supposition that our head geolog- - duties in Taylor last March, came to
Dr. Ver Steeg is. a fellow of the ist might have a hobby but he reads Wooster from White Cloud, Michigan
Geology Society of America, of the tne newspapers religiously and nas an when he was seventeen. He spent
AAA.S., of the Ohio Academy of especial interest in politics, with sym- - several years farming before working
Science (of which .society he is past pathies, we might say mildly, leaning at the college and likes to hunt tquir
.
. ....
.
!
f
n
M'
vice president), of the New York toward tne Republican
siae. ne uxes rel and rabbit. Mr. Miller enjoys
Academy of Arts and Sciences, a mem the movies, and is rumoured to enjoy Taylor and often helps out on stage
ber of the National Affairs Commit driving to Cleveland
in which city construction. As do most of the other
we of the United States Chafmber o; he then proceeds to lose himself.
janitors, he tries to conduct a
Commerce, of the West Ohio Board
All appearances and rumours to the found for the hordes of lost articles
of Trade, the Ohio Athletic Confer contrary, however, I have it on good in his building
authority Dr. Ver Steeg is really quite
The - girls down at - Bowman and
ence, the Seismological ' Society - o
America, the American Association of soft hearted. But don't tell him we let I Beall Halls find compensation for liv
University Professors, the Nation
his secret slip.
ing way down the hill in the person o
pre-flig-

had since I've been here!" Her com'
ment received only words of affirma
tion.

MORE ON
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"If the proposed student book ex
change . can. save, the student money,
by all means let's get it started. The
one question is, though won't this
arrangement be confusing since each
individual must contact the owner personally?"
Heather Beck, '31.
"It's a chance for the students of
Wooster to make a valuable contribution to the progress of the college. The
students of years to come will benefit
from the change and it is our respon

D-pl-

will be open from

8:30 to 12:00 and 1:30 to 4:30 on
wee

the body politic seems to me heading
toward these ends." Dick Poethig48.
"Good idea. This will put the trans
beaction where it really belongs
need
We
and
seller.
buyer
the
tween
more of such student projects."
Dorothy Sandrock, '49
'To get the greatest return from
our used books is the desire of all students. If the proposed exchange can
help us realize this, let's give it birth."
Min Mochizuki, '30
'There is no reason for having just
one book outlet. A little competition
by another outlet of books and sup
plies would no doubt help the students
who pay for their supplies. Probably
not on new books, but students should
get better prices on turn-ins.- "
Al Mancini, '50

transportation to spread the good
word about issues dear to the sena
CARLO NOLLBTI
along.
tor's heart as he
that
after
fine
But
seems
idea.
it
A
Nol
Carlo
That
I
r rVt isi mmfrv (mm Tr lv the first day's ride, the good senator
4am
.
actically noticed that the twinges in his dorand
he waj fif
n 'infitution" at Wooater. He ha sum were making him as sore as a stuaverage . . . and
been headman at Holden since 1923 dent with a
e
As a conselittle
maybe
sorer.
i.
even
a
wnen
a reat
one uunM
wnicn u "
of carrying luggage and hanging up quence, the gentleman from the po,u.... a tato state will confine his equestrian es.m ,
family man, Carlo has sixteen chil capade to a paltry few hours a day,
farm
dren and lives on a
MORE ON . . .
across from Highland Park. Although
he denies having any singing talent. Cook-o- ul
Holden inmates claim that Carlo is
(Continued from Page 1)
often heard singing arias from Italian
in last year's Gum Shoe Hop. It went
operas, and possesses a really fine
over with a bang. During the intermisAt-t--

Thefe waf a young damsel named
Carol
who nked w p,ay jm(1 f or apparel
Hef oppment., ,traigIlt flu,h
Brought a maideniv biush
.
a barrej
An1 a
tf. home

self-governme-

pony-express-

"Ohio Counties Series" are included

1

'
to handle the resale of used books?
is to place in
"The ultimate purpose of student
student hands the means by which they will govern themselves eco
nomically, politically, and culturally. Any proposal which fosters
education in practical democratic responsibilities and cooperation among

3rS

nt

sibility to see

Letters to the Editor

that it

is made."
Harry Sdteifele, '48

book
"I think the student-directe- d
exchange is badly needed at Wooster.
You drag books that have been scarcely ever opened (!) over to the College
Book Store only to find that you can't
ever get a fourth of what you paid for
them. The next year you find the
tame book out in circulation with a
huge new price in the cover."
Laura Dengler, '49
"I'm in favor of it as far as listings
of available books. This would be a
valuable service to all."
Dick Miller, '30

Editor: The Voice:
The student! of Wooster are to be
thanked for the wonderful way in
which they
to make the
1947 Home-comin- g
one of the greatest
in Scot history. It is a tribute to the
esprit de corps of the College that so
many events could be handled so well
for the express enjoyment of the
alumni
In particular, to all who participated
as members of the play cast, the band,
the team, the parade, the cheer leaders,
the broadcasters, the decorating com
mittees, the choir members, and all
other workers, our special thanks, with
hats off to the Queen, Jo Garver,
Senate President, Ned Shreffler, and
to General Chairman, Dave Byers.
For the Alumni Association, John D. McKee, Director
co-operat- ed

"From the amount of complaining
one hears about the book system, it's
apparent something must be wrong
The exchange sounds like a good idea
anything to cut down expen
to me
ses." Nancy Slep, '30.
"Students could be paid a lot more
for used books and books could be
bought for much less than under the
present system at the Bookstore. It
would help a lot if professors would
cooperate in stating as far ahead of
time as possible what books they plan
to use the following year."
John Posde, '48

Zeltweg 4, Zurich
October 11, 1947

Dear Editor:
Over a month ago I left the States
with a group of American students to
study at the University of Zurich for
one year. At the time of my departure,
despite the comforts of America and
despite the close associations I had
there, I anxiously looked forward to
crossing the Atlantic aboard the lux
urious Queen Mary. I was then eager
r
to see what was going on in
Europe. I'd heard much about the
results of World War II in Europe.
Interesting Passengers
Although Mae West was aboard
ship, I was more interested in meeting
the little people about whom nowadays
we hear so little. Like most other peo-

By JACK BOBBITT
Now that Harrv has definitely given the nation the ungarbled logos
concernine the meetine of the Eightieth Congress, members of that
organization are slowly straggling back to their respective hammocks
in Washineton. Some are flving: some are going by train; otners are
driving. But Senator Glen H. Taylor (D) of Idaho has the right idea.
He's using a horse. And the idea is to utilize this novel means of

"DAD".

By BARBARA BOYLE
Who cared if it wai drizzling a
little. That's just the "Wooster way I
of life." The bonfire was pugnacious
enough to blaze in all its glory. The
.
.
cheerleaders ignored the attempt to
dampen their spirits and cunt ana
ft
gave out with oodles or peppy yens;
the several band members Diarea lortn
with much vim and vigor ana an tne
d
races or anticipant stuaents
- looked - eager - as - they opened their
mouths to produce roof razing "Hello,
Oberlins".
Golly, the pep rally was over all too
soon, but the annual tour of students
en masse to the well known Wooster
theatre had gotten underway. Why is
it that the tradition seems to be to run
as fast as you can down ye ole brick
sidewalks of this lil college town? Ta
know, I saw 6 people half buried in
leaves being gayly trampled by their
gieerui classmates on tne way down. 1
counted 4 ambulances and 3 doctors
busily hauling my bosom buddies off
have various and sundry bones

JONES and M. J. BENNETT

What do you think of the proposed etudent'directed book exchange

After The Wind

done from then on down to the pres

Crash Movie

- But

Don't Quote Me

lost-an-

d

Dig Four
(Continued
Section I
Section II
Section III
Section IV
Section V
Section VI
Section VII
Section VIII
Section IX

from Page

1)

No Report
82.00
No Report
48.50

60

14.00

27
19

10.50

13

No Report
144.00
36.00

92
40

Index Pics, Now
Starting with Wooster College's
honorary clubs, the 1948 Index is now
engaged in photographing the many

post-wa-

making the bigger part of the journey
by some less irritating conveyance,

ple today, I suppose I am suffering
e
from
nausea. Before the
Mary left New York, I was listening
to a humble member of the British
Liberal Party attack the present gov
ernment of England. Although Mr.
to
vestigation began, in opposition
Turnbull was in favor of free enter
his
and
Thomas
Parnell
Chairman J.
prise, he endeavored to explain that
on
Committee
House
are natur Americans must not confuse British
Activities, the bright-light- s
lly sounding off on the legality of socialism with Russian communism.
uch political inquisition. The enter' All through England, I heard this
tainment, meanwhile, is priceless; and statement bver and over,
"
Crisis itT England? .
some of the remarks are nothing short
of classic. But no less than an Oscar
In England, the main topic of disshould go to Emmet Lavery, president cussion is not communism. There is a
f the Screen Writers Guild. Said great shortage of newsprint and the
tactful Emmet, "I am not a Commun British public has not been following
ist
I am a former Republican the East-Webattle like Americans
turned Democrat!" Tch, tch . . . Em have been doing. The current issue in
met!
every political discussion is economics.
With the approaching marriage of As a student of economics for two
Her Royal Highness Elizabeth and weeks so far under Prof. Max Silber-schmiLieut. Philip Mountbatten on Nov. 20,
and since the lectures were in.
we might as well settle back and recon German 1 am certainly not qualified
cile ourselves to the fact that England to make any comments in this field.
will be jolly-we- ll
in a dither until thi All I can do is tell you what I heard.
nuptials are completed. Even some o That is, the Laborites explain their
the imperturable misogamists in this present crisis as a result of Conservacountry are cracking down and show tive legislation and finance over a
ing some interest in the royal event period of many years, while the Conand it is now the somewhat envious servatives contend that the socialist
opinion that Elizabeth is looking quite government brought about the present
marriageable indeed. The English, economic collapse in a comparatively
however, are quaintly knocking them short time.
selves out in joyous anticipation of thi
No matter who is right, England
proceedings; and in the midst of this faces great economic problems. The
staid excitation, poet laureate John many government posters challenge
More
Masefield has even tendered a poem the people to "Export One-thirin honor of the bridal pair. But the or Fare Worse". Consequently the gov.
prime pleasure consists in guessing ernment has also cut down the imwhat Liz's trousseau will be, since all ports from the more stable economic
intimates have been sworn to secrecy countries. The motion picture
concerning it.
an Paga 4)

'bout trying a
And out in Hollywood, everyone's
having so much fun watching his fav
orite star testify that he can scarcely
remember the bases on which the in'
How

pogo-stic-

k.

Un-Americ-

big-nam-

an

...

st

dt

d

indus-(Continu-

groups on the campus, including sec
tions and girls' clubs.
All students are advised to watch
bulletin boards, and read the weekly
bulletin for dates and hours for the
various pictures.

AM

Madttcii

'lo. "lite

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 7
Choir
4:00
Mr. Floyd Richardson. On many
Phi Beta Kappa Initiation
4:00
cold morning Mr. Richardson has
:
"Dear Ruth"
8:00
Formal
driven the girls to classes and last year
8:00
Senate Vic Dance
lie even played Santa Claus at the
8:00
Bowman Christmas party. Mr. Rich SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 8

.

who hails from Marietta,
Ohio, spent two years in France in
the first World War, and worked in
a Sandusky, Ohio, powder plant dur
ing the last one. He also used to man
age the Home Diner downtown. .
We paid our last visit to Arbor
Conner, Hoover Cottage's very agree
able, and extremely helpful handyman
Mr, Conner, who has been at Hoover
since 1944, enjoys his work very much
He gett a great kick out of helping
the girls in Homecoming decorations
or whatever comes along. He even
says the girls don't make any unrea
sonable requests! ? ! Mr. Conner'
family consists of a son in Kent,
daughter at Madison ' Hill, and
daughter who is secretary to the mayor
in Pittsburgh. As a parting remark,
Mr. Conner stated that the employers
here are the most pleasant, and he
has enjoyed working here more than
any other place.
Although we weren't quite able to
reach all the janitors this time, we've
seen enough to know that they are
fine bunch.-I-n
fact, we've come to the
conclusion that we just couldn't live
without them!

9:00-11:0- 0

9:30
8:00
8:00

Band Rehearsal
Girls' Chorus
Dad's Day Dance

Kauke
Chapel

.

uym

.

Scott Auditorium

SUNDAY, NOVEMBBR 9
Freshman forum
9:15
Outing.Club Hike
3:00

..

:

Philosophy Club
Westminster Fellowship
First Section Smoker
MONDAY, NOVEMBER 10
4:15 - Men's Glee Club ..
Modern Dance Beginners ...
4:30
.
String Orchestra
4:30
Classical Club
7:00
Phi Sigma Iota
Sociology Club
.... .....
7:30
Fortnightly-Musica- l
8:00-9:3- 0
Moments
Senate Meeting
9:00
TUBSDAY, NOVEMBBR 11
Girls' Chorus
.
4:15
Modern Dance Advanced .
4:30
Band Rehearsal
4:30
Club
7:00
SLID ...
.
..J
7:00
Choir
7:00
Congressional Club
.
7:00
.
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 12
Modern Dance Beginners
.
4:30
Full Orchestra Rehearsal
,
7:15
I.R.C
.
7:30
THURSDAY, NOVEMBBR 13
Modern Dance Advanced
2.
4:30
.L to
4:30
Band Reheartal
Men's Glee Club
7:00
..
Girls' Chorus
,
7:00
Vet's Wives' Meeting
8:00

Galpin

. Hoover
Babcock
... Kauke

;

7:00
9:30

-

.. Chapel
Babcock
If Alllf

.

Babcock--

'7:00

. Mr.

,

.

-

home
M nston'sChapel
.

Senate Room
Chapel
Babcock
Kauke
TaylorBabcock
.
Chapel
Congressional Club

,

Pre-Me-

Chapel

Babcock
... Douglass

"Dear Ruth"

5:30-7:0- 0

.

...... Lower Galpin
Scott Auditorium

Korner-Colonial-Sco- tt

ardson,

ed

.

d

,

,

Babcock
Kauke
Babcock

;

.

..

.

;

;

.
.

.

Babcock
Kauke
Kauke

Chapel
Babcock

-
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"Kennedy totes the leather through
the right side of the line for a 23 yard
gain, boiling over and straight-armin- g
Br LARRY "Flip" PIPE
would-b- e
tacklers as he drives for
every yard." This aptly describes Jim
Ed'i note: I am going to try tome-thin- g Kennedy who, in the past two weeks,
new
not dieting, but giving has caused more talk around campus
of
a two week'i old foot- than the length of milady's skirt.
an account
ball game. Somebody should get a kick
Jim actually arrived in a football
out of this column, probably me.
sense in the Findlay game. He pro
Muskingum trekked to Wooster on vided the impetus for the Scot of'''the Scots' 29th Home- fensive which drove from midfield to
coming Day with the knot the score at six-a- ll with the Oilers.
avowed intention o f The Apollo, Pa., speed merchant
adding another sub- played sound but not spectacular foot
scriber to the Muskies' ball in the Kent State and Denison
"Rod and Reel" maga-zin- clashes. In the latter game Kennedy's
Fortunately, the performance was one of the few
frugal nature of t h e Scots prevailed,
notes in an otherwise drab
and Muskingum emerged as the poor picture.
3
fish on the end of the
line score.
Kennedy Plays Spectacularly in
The Muskies brought a skein of four
Muskingum and Oberlin Games
straight (no chaser?) wins to Scottie
But it was in the Muskingum and
land, which skein the Black and Gold Oberlin games that the Scots' scoring
promptly unravelled. And therein lies ace reached his zenith. Scoring three
the reason for the following yarn.
Ds himself and passing for another,
c.

en-courag- ing

16-1-

.

Evidently anticipating a repeat performance of the "no holds barred"
2
deadlock of '46, the Muskies
pulled a clip from their musty bag of
tricks on the very first play. The ref
promptly slapped a 15 yard penalty
on Ed Sherman's team. Properly chas
tised, the New Concord eleven played
comparatively clean football for the
remainder of the game.
With the pigskin on the Wooster
42 the Scots drove to their first TD.
Transferring their philosophic knowl-edg- e
to the realm of football, Woos-ter'- s
line opened up a beautiful
(w)hole
Pancalism to the initiated
Ken.
through which "Boom-Boom- "
safety
nedy boomed for 38 yards. The
man put the squeeze on Kennedy on
about the 20 yard line, but a straightarm shiver allowed Apollo Jim to
scamper the last 20 yards to paydirt.
Shinn's conversion was blocked, so
the Scots led 6-12-1-

Kennedy was instrumental in account
ing for 24 of the 36 points scored in
those two games. The highlights of
the Muskingum game were Jim's 58
yard run and Bill Shinn's winning
eld goal, and Kennedy's superbly
executed nine yard scoring sally was
the feature of the Oberlin game. Pig
skin foes will also confirm the fact
that Jim need not take a back seat
when defensive plaudits are being die
pensed.

The Scot speedster began his climb
to the football heights by winning
football letters at both Leechburg and
Apollo. An all around athlete, Jim
also earned laurels in basketball and
baseball.

In February of '43 Kennedy enlisted

in the Navy air corps. Although Jim
didn't receive the' opportunity to
caress a pigskin, some of his "fleet"
nets of foot can be attributed to his
performances on the hardwood and
diamonds of Navy bases.
Jim Exhibits Aerial Artistry
The second quarter was all Mus
Jim reported for grid practice in
kingum. Quarterback Sabock first "Sa
fall of '46 as a freshman and
the
bocktaged" the Scots by - heaving s
-

0.

yard touchdown aerial. Bob White quickly demonstrated his ability to per
birdied the extra point through the form backfield assignments of an in
uprights
his tenth in a row. Score: tricate nature. Used primarily as t
runner in the '46 season, Kennedy has
Muskingum 7, Wooster 6.
Muskingum's second TD was strict blossomed into a first rate aerial artist
ly from hunger. With seconds to go in the past two games. The Scots' in
Stockum passed to Jardine in the creased aerial efficiency of late has
Scot end zone; the gun sounded after been no fluke; there's a reason behind
play began. The trick knee of Eden it, and his name is Jim Kennedy.
20

proved a

snake-in-the-gra-

because it

ss

Kennedy's Play Partially

Responsible

For Scott' Rejuvenation
Like the Kilkenny cat of parable
tion pass. White fizzled the extra fame, Jim just never stops fighting
point, his first in 11 attempts. Half, while there's anything left. Hit "never
time score: Muskingum 13, Wooster 6 say die" spirit has been a vital factor
in the rejuvenation of a Wooster grid
Late in the third quarter Wooster squad, which found it could and
took matters and the shoat into" their wanted to win in the upset victory
own hands. From the Scot 23 Johnny over favored Kent.
Tearing a page from Greek myth
Swigart's crew
d
to the
Muskie 20 as the third quarter ended, ology, the Apollo, Pa., comet one of
Ken Wooster's best and most deserving
Faking a reverse, "Boom-Boom- "
nedy rifled a bullet pass to Bob Twit suns (why be fussy about a vowel) o
chell who went over from the 3. Bill the gridiron and a "classic com
mak petitor" in every sense of the word
Shinn's placement was true-bluis now reflecting an ever increasing
ing the score
Shortly thereafter, Miney Busack amount of glory on the school which
pulled a Groza in punting the ball he so capably represents in pigskin
dead on the Muskie one yard line, strife.
Muskingum's return kick went out of
bounds on the Muskie 33. Wooster
moved to the eight but stalled with
fourth down coming up.

. downed the Scots'- - scrappy back just
as he was about to block the despera

slam-bange-

e,

13-1-

3.

Then occurred the Homecoming
climax to top all Homecoming cli.
maxesl Wooster elected to try for
field goal with Billy Shinn, veteran let
ter man and senior, doing the booting,
Showing that he knew how to play
the angles, Shinn toed the ball squarely between the uprights
and the
stadium rocked with joy. As alumnus
Ed Koch would have said, "Dey was
trowin' da babies outa' da balconies
Bill Shinn may not have realized it,
I1

but he owned Wooster College at 4:13
Saturday, Oct. 23.

The performances of Kennedy and
Shinn stood out like clothes on Gypsy
Rose Lee. Busack and Twitchell

also

excelled. The line looked good the
second half. Sam Curry, in particular,
get into the Muskies. hair.
;; '

;

.

Final scores

;mr .;'..,

Wooster Cagers
Begin Practice
...

The name of Shinn has been syn ton ot wooster
tootoaii. Aitnougn
onymous with Wooster football since hampered by trick ankle this season,
a
the days of '40 when Billy the Kid Shinn rates as the fourth highest scorfirst began to
er on the Wooster squad. By the bye,
across the oppositions' goal line.
Bill has also captured three Scot baseMore than any other factors, hustle, ball
letters for '40, '41, and '46.
drive, and a determination to win
Wooster's native son contracted an
have been and continue to be the' pre
agreement with the Navy Air Corps in
dominant pigskin traits o f Shinn. anuary of '42 whereby he agreed to
Combined with these, he possesses a
raise Hades with the Japs. This he
vast storehouse of football savvy from proceeded
to do, as his direct hit in
which he weekly delivers the goods for
the sinking of a Nip battleship will
Wooster.
esufy. All told, Bill was in the service
Bill was the key backfield man in
four years, returning to civilian status
Coach Swigart's '46 offensive. He
in January of '46.
performed the major share of the
2
Perhaps Wooster's
and 4
leather, lugging and passing duties in
ties with Muskingum and Heidelberg
addition to kicking the extra points.
in '46 influenced hit decision to tie
Shinn Scores 33 Points in '46
the knot of marital bliss with a local
Shinn scored 53 of Wooster's 85 belle the
past June.
points in '46. Only the 60 points of
A Phyt Ed major, Bill Shinn it
Mt. Union's Vince Marotta topped the
playing hit last home game for the
in Wooster's pigskin plans.
The above pictured gridders are key-m- en
doughty Scot's scoring splurge in the
Wootter Scott in tomorrow'! Dads'
Twitchell is an excellent pass receiver Kennedy's three TDs make him
Conference. Bill also passed for
Ohio
is
Curry
fine
offensive
line
leading
is
backer,
a
Day fray. "Bon voyage" is the with
Nouse
threat.
and
the
touchdowns in the Denison, Muskinone of Wooster's hard plunging halfbacks.
expressed by Shinn't legion of friendt
gum, and Akron games; thut either
to a great sportsman and person whose
directly or indirectly, he accounted for
20-- 6;
determination to succeed will find
71 of the Hilltoppers' 85 points.
ample fruition in the highly competi
Billy the Kid it the type of clutch
tive world of tomorrow.
player the Ford assembly line could
never hope to produce. He it inevit
By CHUCK WILLIAMS
Wooster Loses Touchdown
ably "up" for the Scots' crucial games.
Wooster had one touchdown nulli Shinn't winning field goal
The Oberlin Yeomen just didn't
in the wan
have enough to remain 'afloat as the fied in the third quarter because of ing minutet of the Homecoming game
Scots set sail for the third time this an illegal shift, which consists of two against Muskingum is a prime
exam
season to keep their home game slate men in motion in the backfield. Ken, ple. In Wooster's Homecoming game
nedy threw a pass from the Oberlin of '46 against Denison he scored
clean.
one
The outcome of the intramural
Kennedy Scintillates
41 to Miney Busack on the 15. Busack TD, patted for
another, and booted
It wasn't a case of Coach Butler's cleverly faked
man out of three extra pointt in the 21-- 0 rout, games within the next five days in
all probability will decide the cham
crew shipping too tmuch water but position to score but all in vain.
And Shinn't field goal in the Dad't
Kennedy Scores Third Scot TD
rather too much Kennedy. The
Day game of '46 against Mt. Union pion of the touch football league,
Sev
One of the undefeated titans
Moments later after an exchange was one of the few bright
Apollo, Pa., comet ran and passed
spots.
Second
it certain
in sensational fashion in addition to of punts the Scots took the ball on
Wooster't 23-- 0 loss to Oberlin in enth, Fifth, and
to fall by the wayside.
accounting personally for Wooster's their own 43 yard line. Kennedy made '46 may be explained
to some measure
Fifth plant its "big push" for
second and third touchdowns. Averag five thru center. Then he uncorked a by the injury which sidelined
Shinn in
Monday
and Wednesday when it tan,
ing four yards a try in 31 attempts, ong pass to Twitchell on the 30, and the first half; the game
had been a
gles
with
Second and Seventh
Kennedy amassed 124 of the Scots' the latter wiggled his way to the scoreless tie until Bill's
injury. This
Jupe
Pluvius
was the only victor
164 yards. He was ably abetted by the Oberlin 23 before being stopped by
wat the only '46 game in which the
heads-u- p
s
play of Bud Twitchell and
whole host of Oberlin tacklers. Scott failed
in thit week schedule; six games
to tcore.
backfield.
Miney Busack in the
Another aerial by Kennedy this time
The Scott' gritty backfield ttar be were rained out. Fifth defeated First
and Second vanquished the Frosh
line
magnificent
play
from end to Bob Coccia put the ball on the 10. gan hit gridiron career by
The
earning a 18-facFrom
Apollo
there the
to end was one of the dominant
comet smashed letter with Wootter High in
'38. He
In games of the week of Oct. 27
tors in Wooster's convincing 20-- 7 vic- off tackle and cut back magnificently also grabbed two baseball
lettert and
was dumped by Seventh and
Sixth
brilline
performed
Gold's
third
Black
The
entire
to score the
tory.
and
one basketball letter in high school.
Fourth by tcoret of 30-- and
Sec
liantly, but Bob Coccia scintillated TD. Shinn's try for the extra point
Earned Gold Football Last Fall
defeated the Independents 18-- 0
ond
d
especially as a
defender wat wide and the Scott led 20-- 7
Arriving at Wooster in the fall of
The Yeomen had a touchdown '40, Shinn obtained coveted pigskin and wat awarded a forfeit over Sixth,
and the instigator of the Scots' second
Fifth took the meature of the Frosh
nullified in the fourth quarter on one Wt in '40
and third touchdowns-- !
and '41. Bill earned hit
and Eighth scored an upset
f
the
sensational
of
the
most
runt
Wooster Aerial Attack Proves Effective
gold football last fall and it now run
12-- 6
victory
over the Kappa Phis
day.
quick
Weaver,
on
another
open ning through hit fourth and final
Surprisingly enough 'twas the ef
tea First
the
Frosh, and Third and
and
play,
dodged,
ing
shifted,
thread
and
fectiveness of the clan's passing which
played 6 ties.
Independents
the
his
ed
way
Scot
thru
the
secondary,
weighted the scales of victory heavily
finally
slipping
by
the
safety
Scot
in favor of the Scots. Wooster and
Oberlin were on an even keel in the man to gallop 85 yards for nothing.
matter of yards gained rushing with It was the longest run seen thus far
the Scots gaining 164 yards and the in, Severance Stadium this season.
Satisfaction
12c-Hambu- rgers
Wooster had two scoring threats
Yeomen 155. But Wooster's aerial
attack netted 220 yards in comparison sputter harmlessly on the Oberlin 15
and 10 yard lines. The game ended
to Oberlin's 163.
Lane Falls on Blocked Oberlin Punt at it had begun with Kennedy get
ting another sizeable gain.
Wooster scored within the- - first
Touchdowns
Kennedy 2, Lane,
seven minutes of play when the whole
Johnson.
PHONE 540-- R
center of the Scots' line Pontius,
Extra Points Shinn 2, Addison.
Schneider, and Coccia pushed the
Wooster
7 7 6
Oberlin lineman back into t h
Oberlin
0 7 0 0
7
punter's zone, as a result of which the
six-sho-

j

The most popular song on the
Muskingum but, I am informed, was
the Whiffenpoof "We are poor little
lambs that have gone astray, baaa.
basa, baaa!!

pacts, Pearls.

;

Use Our Layaway Plan

WHITE'S JEWELRY

six-pointe-

rs

14-1-

Scots Scuttle Oberlin Eleven

Kennedy's Tvo TDs Pace Attack

Fifth, Seventh, Second
Clash in All Important
Touch Games Hex! Week

the-safet-

y

6-- 0

0.

6--

0

0.

rock-ribbe-

18-1-

2,

6--

Since the monsoon season has d
scended so resolutely upon the cam.
pus, outdoor sport activities have bev
come just a little hampered. The,
tennis tournament has bogged down
with only three participants remaining.
Bobbie, otherwise known as "FIoop",
Bandler will compete with th winner
match between Sandy
of the semi-finSandrock and Ann Green for th
tennis championship. If Wooster
weather continues being so traditional.
the three contestants will have till next
spring to wonder about th outcome.
al

For those who yearn for evening
exercise, the gym is open at 7:00 on
Monday and Wednesday nights. Bad'
minton, which began several weeks
ago, has now become coed. Both a
singles and a mixed doubles tourna
ment are planned.
The Outing dub displayed true
of its en
fortitude as twenty-seve- n
thusiasts got together at 7:00 A.M.
last Saturday. They then hiked to
Highland Park for a breakfast of
ham and eggs. Another excursion is
planned for Sunday, Nov. 9. Anyone
interested in this coed hike is to meet
on Hoover steps at 3 P.M.

Harriers Defeat
Denison,

25-3-0

Wooster's cross country runners defeated Denison,
Wednesday afternoon.
Stan Siders led the pack the entire
distance to chalk up the winning time
of 23:03. Bill Campbell finished second after taking this position with
one-hamile remaining. Sy Satow
sprinted at the end of the four mile
run to edge Mills of Denison in th
last 100 yards. Bills' Johnstown and
Monroe placed seventh and tenth respectively.
29-3- 0,

lf

Saturday last the Scots were drubbed
Thomas won the
event in the time of 24:23.7 with team,
mate Lowell close behind him. For
Wooster Bill Campbell, Sy Satow, Bill
Monroe, Bill Johnstown, and Stan
Sidert placed third, fifth, seventh,
,

by Oberlin,

21-3- 6.

ninth, and tenth respectively.
Next Wednesday the Scot Harriers
have their last home meet with
at the guest. The Ohio Conference is
to be held at Oberlin a week from
B-- W

Saturday.

HAMBURGER IIIII

Since 1884

020

ball was blocked and rebounded
crazily toward the Oberlin goal. Joe
Lane and Tommy Lykos came crash,
ing in from their end and tackle posi
tions with Lane falling on the pigskin
in the Oberlin end zone. While Guzzo
held the ball Shinn split the uprights
for the extra point. The Black and
Gold led at the end of the first quarter,
7-- 0.

Coccia Recovers Fumble

During the second quarter both
Coach Mose Hole's call for basket sides provided plenty of thrills. As the
ball players was answered by 23 quarter got under way Busack at.
hustling hoopsters. Of these, five are tempted to quick kick from his own
lettermen: Earl "Swish" Shaw, Ralph 30 yard line but failed to boot the
stripe. After an
"Fingers" Wagner, Pat (the Tree) ball past the
Milligan, Slick Gaver and Jim Wey attempted Oberlin forward pass had
gandt. The latter two are both two been knocked down, Fletcher fumbled
year lettermen. George Stocker and on hit own 49; and Coccia romped in
Gerrv White are veterans of Mose to recover the shoat for the Scott.
basketball
Hole's successful
Bill Shinn passed to Bud Twitchell
quintet.
on the Oberlin 26, and he scampered
Wooster s band of hard court to the 17 before being brought down
prancers has been augmented by th from behind. The rest of the yardage
influx of five players from the Fresh was eaten up by Kennedy as he carried
smashes. Kennedy's
man basketball team of last spring on three
Jack Milligan (who led the Frosh in final dash was from the three yard
scoring with 93 points), Herbie Ben stripe for the Scott' second touch
son, Doug Preble, Herb Himes, and down. Shinn again converted, and the
John Timmont are the lads in score read 14-- with 12 minutes still
to be played in. the second quarter.
question..
' The " Independents,
The Yeomen refused to be out
the champion
intramural quintet of the preceding classed completely, however, at they
spring, has furnished Rob Lucas came thundering back. Coach Butler's
(whose 86 points are tops in the lads moved from the Oberlin 25 to
intramural league), Carl (the Cat) the Wooster 13 in 6 playt.
Mordand, Chuck Leety, and Val
uoerim wat ttopped momen
tarily when Wooster's line held them
Frederick.
to four yards in two plays. On third
Uthers out tor the team include down and with six big yards to go
Frank Pierce, Johnny Edwards, Roger the Yeomen executed a perfect double
Pratt, Dave Barr, Jack Nygaard, reverse as Johnson took the ball and
Jerry Talkington, "and Dave Martin dashed the remaining nine yards for
Oberlin't only TD of the afternoon,
dell.. It is realized that a few footba
Additon kicked the extra point, and
players will report for basketball prac the
half ended minutet later with
tice following the conclusion of th Wooster in possession of the pigskin
pigskin season.
on its own 43.-- - mid-fiel- d

City Taxi
812--

FRANK

WELLS

DRUG STORE

w

Jolliff's Auto Supply
Automotive Replacement Parts
Tires, Batteries, Sporting Goods

Phone

13

Jeweler

ANNIVERSARY CELEBRATION

George Lahm

Week oi Nov. 8th thru 15th

221 B. Liberty St.
Wooster, O.
Phone 1035-W

.

An old Freedlander custom will be forgotten because of the
grain situation. NO CAKES on usual cake days. But, we've
this year
a happy substitute

'46-'4- 7

off-tack-

....

Call Cull
PHONE

le

1.60 BOX

427-- R

OF "WHITMANS'

1

0

.

6

BOW KNOT CHOCOLATES

Flowers For All Occasions

E

.

.

Keepsake Diamonds, Waltham
Watches, Elgin American Com

ot

12-1-

--

Wooster 16, Muskingum 13.

Kcsel's Kolumn

Shinn Plays Final Home Game
Before 21sl Dad's Day Crowd

Jim Kennedy

LITE

Each time our cash system registers 32 sales
(twice for
some lucky customer receives
every 63 years in business)
"
a full pound box of Whitman's Candy.

Flower Shoppo
310 W. Liberty St.

Phone 427

ITS OUR

STOCK FALL AND HOLIDAY MERCHANDISE

FOR
Photographs
of distinction

,

J

CALL

Clarkes Studio
Phone

938-- R

Citizens E(ank Building

On The Square

63rd BIRTHDAY

NOW COMPLETE. ITS A FAMOUS
Eight fabulous reds .
each so "forbidden" in fragrance.
Formerly $1.50. NOW

$1.00

FALL OF FAMOUS NAMES

Freedlanders
Home of Nationally Advertised Merchandise

Friday, November 7, 1947

THE WOOSTBR VOICB

Units' Domestic Decorations, Vestminster Egg Show Win Cups

Iblumincj Alumni
Ibvivo Memories

,
By TUDY ROBERTS
back
good
alumni
tht
hart
It
to
and they too teemed glad to see the
old Alma Mater again. On the way
out of tht atadium and in tht Shack
wt found tome who expressed their
opinion! upon returning.
campus has certainly changed
since the last time I was here in '43 at
Home-comin- g
veteran's housing, and
tht Shack make tht campus look to
different." Adelia Hamlet Angel42.
"Good to be back!"
"Lefty" Douglas, '47.
"Marvelous, I feel so old though!"
Norm Wiebusch, '47
We feel our carefree days are over.
The campus looks fine; it brings back
many memories."
Mary and Martha McGerean, '43
"Wonderful game; tht campus looks

Palmer Plays Peeping Tom
n ii
n t
Family
un
uearnums
"

u

great"
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Stewart, '18
"Campus always look good to me
when I come bade it's been a grand

end."

week

Mrs. Helen Morgan Guinther, '17
There were many more alumni that
we may have trapped into saying a
few words but they seemed so carried
away with conversation and reminisc-in- g

that wt hadn't tht heart to

inter-

rupt.
We hope that nest Home-comin- g
brings them all back again.

littler irf; 'I-j

:

el The WeoitM Du1r Record

Pictured above is tht Taylor Vet's Units and (right) Westminster Cottage,
winners of the Alumni Decoration Cup. The award, presented on the basis
idea, was presented by Jo Garver
of the most original and best carried-ou- t
Homecoming
game.
the
at
.

...
Dad's Day

much service. '
The appearance of a Goodyear zep.
pelin over Severance field last Friday
would seemingly portend that Akron
(Continued from Page 1)
is up in the air anent the Dads' Day
tht presence of 14 lettermen in torn 's encounter. 'Whether the aforemen.
tussle. The starting lineup will tioned event also indicates the" Zips
contain eight lettermen, of whom will take to the air lanes in an effort
right end Joe Papp first team All. to score in problematical.
Conference selection and second team
Fortunately Akron's passing attack
o
selection is the most out. I has not been too potent since the in'
standing.
juries to quarterbacks Frank "Whitey"
Akron's offense is based largely on I Wahl and Dick Keslar. Wahl is the
the "T" formation, which has recendy I
d
lad who passed the Zip- been augmented by a few plays from pers to their 26-2victory in '46. He
the single wing.
will see limited service in tomorrow's
Line Play May Decide Games
game. McMillan and Tom Grucella
The outcome of the game will be now shoulder the aerial attack.
decided to a large measure by the line-pla- y
Tomorrow's game will be the last
of the respective forward walls. home grid clash for Seniors Tommy
Both the Zipper and Scot starting I Lykos, Bill Shinn, Bill Quayle, and
lines will average 192 pounds per man, I Roy Miller.
All opinions to the contrary, Akron's PROBABLE STARTING LINEUP
lint is not plagued by "Gaposis."
AKRON
Western Reserve was stopped four Merzweiler
LE
180
times inside the Akron ten yard line Novakovich
190
LT
on the preceding Friday.
LG
200
Senuta
Kennedy vs. Scruggs
180
C
Azar
There is an execellent likelihood of I Carney
183
RG
an offensive duel between Wooster's I Gopp
226
RT
RE
Jim Kennedy and Akron's Gene Papp
185
Scruggs. The latter has accounted for Buhas
170
QB
30 of Akron's 38 points. Scruggs
160
Grucella
LH
who has run the 100 yard dash in 9.9 Taber
157
RH
seconds and the 220 in 21.8 seconds
183
Kirkpatrick
FB
understudied Buddy Young at Fleet
WOOSTER
City. He is one gent on whom the Coccia
LE
212
Scott will definitely have to keep tabs. Ziemke
LT
191
Wooster, however, has divided its Curry
LG
179
scoring chores among Jim Kennedy, Pontius
C
232
Miney Busack, Bud Twitchell, Bill Schneider
RG
187
Shinn ,and Joe Lane, who have scored Lykos
86
RT
respectively 18, 12, 12, 7, and 6 Lane
RE
187
points.
: QB
Busack
171
Smoky McMillan is No Pigment of Kennedy
184
LH
The Imagination
Twitchell
170
RH
Another Akron backfield darkhouse Flippen
FB
177
is "Smoky" John McMillan. He is def.
initely no "pigment of the imaginaImportant Announcement
tion" as his superb broken field run
Listen
to Station WWST at
ning in the '46 Wooster-Akro- n
clash
proved. In all probability he will see
1:00 P. M. on Monday

MORE ON

or-row-

.

Counter Chit-Ch-

at

from:

Frocdlandoro
alone in his college room
Joe
It was hot. The massively framed door
creaked open, disclosing a sophomore
massively framed. It was Luke, lured
by the aroma of the hot coffee hic
coughing in Joe's
Pyrez percola
tor from Freedlanders, paid for with
$2.95 borrowed from Luke. The coffee
was hot, hot. (Always something cook
ing on the front
only
burner
of the
Luke
since
ever
T77
lent him J 1.9 8 to buy it.) Joe was
hard at work on an indexed scroll for
his Logic
No time for
visitors. But he spoke slowly, cordial
ly. "Yeah?" The big man touched the
coffee-po"Nice," he said. "Nice and
hot." His hand crisped a golden
brown. "I had a percolator once." His
hand blackened. "And a single hotwas

8-c- up

hot-pla- te

'

mid-semest- er.

t.

Couraty at Tht Wookcs Duly Record

MORE ON

heat-throwi-

into a jar lid. "Here." Thanks."
Then was gratitude in Luke's tone,
He took it in his good hand. He drank
tt "Good," he said. "Good coffee
made in a good percolator on a good
Luke," Joe said simply. He
miled at the heater. Luke brushed
way a tear. "Good," he said. His
massive shoulders shook, "Hot,
tnough."
Anne
hot-plat-

e,

"FlyHo-Freedlanders-the-Hemming-w-

ay"

.

.

Dr. Ruius Jones
To Preach Sunday

(Continued from Page 2)
Dr. Rufus M. Jones, noted author
try, for instance, has for a long time
drained money out of England. Per and theologian, will be in the pulpit
haps Mae West will do something of the Westminster Church next Sun
about the present conditions. With a day morning to deliver the sermon.
shortage of coal this winter, England At 4 p.m. Sunday afternoon he will
is going to be cold.
again speak in an open meeting in
News From Piccadilly
Having embarked upon a new career
of peripatetic observation, I visited as
many of the famous literary localities
as possible. Many a laddie remembers
more vividly the fountain benches of
Piccadilly Circus than he does Dickens'
House. Gilbert's statue of Eros, the
God of Love, once again stands poised
in blatant mockery of the clicking
heels of commercial love. Nevertheless,
Piccadilly is an odd . name which
dates back to the 17th century. It is
said that a tailor, namely Robert Baker, made his money by making pick-adilcollars or ruffs. People soon
nicknamed his house Piccadilly Hall,
and in no time the street was referred
to as Piccadilly.
Sincerely,

fair-haire-

Among Dr. Jones' many books evi
dencing his record of achievement in
Christian thought are: 'The Abundant
Life", 1908; 'The Inner Life", 1916;
"New Studies in Mystical Religion",
in 1927; and "The Radiant Life'
1944.

His scholastic record has well- equipped him for his tasks as profes
sor of philosophy, editor, minister and
'
trustee. He received his A.B. from
College
in 1885, was award
Haverford
degrees at Har
D.D.
ed the A.M. and
studied
at the Uni
vard, and has also
1887
and at
Heidelberg
in
versity of
Oxford University in 1908.
A display of Dr. Jones' books may
be seen in the library over the week
Jack Holden end.

J
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Linen Prints, New Fall Shades

HANKIES

-

59c

-

$1.50

THE GIFT CORNER
Public Square

-

For Teas and Dances
Teel Blue Velveteen

Black Velveteen

743 Spink Street
W

H

BBEIIIIEB BROS.

iVJM

1
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Quality Clothes For Men

BERKRAY

CORDUROY

tit

COATS
For Quality Style
And Correct Fit.
The Popular Colors
Soft, Fine Wale, Velvety,

Of course you're looking forward
with greatest anticipation to those formal dances that highlight your social
calendar . . . and naturally you're looking for the dress of your dreams to give
you that "you were never . lovelier"
look for each occasion.

Value

16.50

YOUNG JWEN'S

You'll find true expression of a glam-

RUGGED SHOES

orous season in our exquisite formal

dinner and evening dresses designed for plattery with elegant
draped skirts, pert bustles . . . smooth
necklines ...in a breathtaking array of colors . . . priced from

fashions

of'

Brown Heavy
Broques With

. ..

off-should- er

Crepe Soles.

$25.00.

"

v.
PUBLIC

ZlE'STiS SHOE STORE
T

family. Maybe they would appreciate
it if I neglected to give him the cue
once, think so?
Ah, that is the life of a bookholder.
Sure hope I don't get electrocuted with
all those telephone and doorbell wires
underfoot. Keep thinking that if I
stay outside that window for enough
rehearsals maybe Mrs. Wilkins will
invite me in for breakfast, but I don't
want Miriam signing me up to give
'
blood!

PIN-SETTE-

RS

WANTED
Full or Part Time Work
Apply

Wooster Recreation
Phone 289

Snyd er

STUDIO AND
CAMERA SHOP

PHONE 16

East Liberty at Bever

...

Call

Its a Real

bers.

Oh no, not that! I feel like a crim
The newcomers swell the organizainal every time 1 get Val Frederick on tion membership to seventy.
stage at the end of the play to in
flict new punishment on that poor

'

MRS. EWART L. PRINGLE

Corduroy

i

St

11
'

1597--

Initiation

jf 19.95

Fashion of Distinction
PUBLIC SQUARE

.

Phone

d

In Fact Every Thing Photographic

BEULAH BECHTEL

-i

Need Some Typing Done?

light-hearte-

PHOTOGRAPH ALBUMS
PICTURE FRAMES

A Beautiful Ballerina Skirt

J

Taylor.

In Wine

Lower Kauke.

s,

ng

e.

.

Letters

All-Ohi-

plate with enclosed elements. From
Freedlanders." Joe felt strange. Tht
heat increased, stifling and fierce. Suddenly Joe knew absolutely and finally what was wrong. His radiant-typ-e
electric heater still onl It was a beauti
ful heater, making his room warm
and cozy as he leaped out of bed every
morning at 6:30; warm and cozy as
he leaped back in at 6:31. Joe's mind
raced, came to a decision. He turned
the heater off. "My fault it's hot," he
took the blame. "My fault" He re.
garded the heater with affection. It'i
heavy duty cord and
power had attracted him from the firsty
and its price of $4.98, borrowed from
Luke. Everything was hot Hot coffee
pot, hot hot-platHot, hot, hot Joe
looked at Luke and knew what Luke
was thinking. He wants some coffee,
Joe told himself. "I want some coffee,"
Luke said. Joe poured it, steaming,

the lobby. Don't know how I got up
there but a sea of swaying homo
Jo Garver, as little sister, is kept sapiens
sure can be powerful. While
busy by her Chinese, Dutch, and po- perched on my temporary throne I
litical science freedom movements, not caught a glimpse of our bueno amigo
to mention the correspondence which (manager, that is) lying prone on his
scholars
she has been carrying on in Ruth's back while the
appropriately sang, "The Boy Stood
name; She is responsible for all "dem
on the Burning Deck." Thus wt in
lilacs" as Dody Dixon, the maid so
vaded the sacred domains and cackled
deftly expresses it.
at - Hope. And another- - quiet Hallo
One thing I haven't been able to we'en slipped away . . . "Can Our
find out, and that is where they hide Ways Be Passe?"
the two hundred boxes of cracker jack.
Sometimes I get hungry and I should
YIIC A
not think they would miss a box or
New members were taken into the
two. I get sleepy, too, just waiting
Y.M.C.A.
on Wednesday, Oct. 29 at
Wilkins,
Harry
along with Edith and
candlelight
initiation in tht Big
a
McKee
and Don
played by Nan
President
Four
Room.
Joe Lane adRuth
Bill
come
and
to
Shawver, for
ministered
the
oath to the new men
home. Sure wish they would offer me
impressive
an
ceremony. This was
in
like
do
coffee
fresh
they
poor
a cup of
Albert! Those yawns are contagious, followed by refreshments and informal greetings from the old "Y" memtoo.

howl"

t-

Senior Men

Playing Peeping Tom through the window of the Wilkins' home
every night is very enlightening and amusing! Each uproarious re
bearsal of the cast finds something new happening as "Dear Ruth",
Jahie Stroh, is swept off her feet by the impetuous lieutenant, John
Compton. Bruce Strait must again stand by and see his fiancee taken
right but from under his nose. Say, how much of that can he take?
And those subway rides must be wear-- .
ing him down!
MORE ON . . .
The biggest joke to Mr. 'Craig is
having to improve John Compton's
(Continued from Page 2)
his public
'impetuous" technique
unwanted patrons. I'll never
for,
and
technique, that is. Says Mr. Craig,
forget all your agitated faces as I
"And I get paid for .showing him swung to and fro on the chandelier in

lovie Crash

w?"

Y'iX

0

Senior men who might be interested' in employment with the Tremco
Manufacturing Company of Qeve- land should arrange to see Mr. Arthur
Hellman of that company in the Place'
ment Office, Galpin Hall, on Nov,
n. nease see Mrs. rarmen to set a
time for the interviews.

JAN PALMER
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